Monday, 23
August

19:15/20:00
(CEST)

Show Cooking Experience – Welcome cocktail
This virtual experience is open to everyone and doesn't
require registration.
It will be video livestreamed on the congress platform.

Cocktail Experience: the Negroni Sbagliato
The Negroni Sbagliato was born in Milan between the end of the 60s
and the beginning of the 70s, in the Basso bar, a historic
neighborhood bar still in vogue today. It was invented by the
bartender Mirko Stocchetto: it seems that during the preparation of a
classic Negroni, Mirko confused the bottle of gin with that of
Prosecco…
You can prepare your Negroni Sbagliato step by step with a
professional bartender in live streaming.
A toast is always a great way to start!

Tuesday, 24
August

13:00/13:45
(CEST)

Show Cooking experience – A first course of the milanese
tradition

Show Cooking Experience: Risotto alla Milanese
The origins of Risotto alla Milanese date back to the Middle Ages
and are linked to a similar recipe of Arab cuisine and Jewish cuisine.
In the Middle Ages, in Italy this dish was known as “rice with zafran”.
The Risotto alla Milanese was born in 1574 at the table of the
Belgian glassmaker Valerio di Fiandra, who at the time resided in
Milan because he was working on the stained glass windows of the
Milan Cathedral. For the wedding of his daughter, his glass
colleagues added to a white risotto with saffron butter: this spice
was in fact used by glassmakers to obtain a particular yellow color of
the glass. The new dish was immediately successful, both for its
flavor and for its yellow hue, reminiscent of gold, synonymous with
wealth.
During this Show Cooking, a professional chef will reveal to you the
curiosities related to this first course of the Milanese tradition and
the secrets of its preparation. You can follow the chef step by step
and prepare your dish!

Wednesday, 25
August

13:00/13:45
(CEST)

Show Cooking experience – A second course of the
milanese tradition

Show Cooking Experience: Cotoletta alla Milanese
Legend has it that Count Attems, aide to the famous general
Radetzky, dined in Milan at the beginning of the 19th century and was
served a breaded cutlet. It seems that he spoke of it in a letter as an
"extraordinary dish based on veal breaded in egg and fried in butter”…
During this Show Cooking, a professional chef will reveal to you the
curiosities related to this second course of the Milanese tradition and
the secrets of its preparation. You can follow the chef step by step and
prepare your dish!

Wednesday, 25
August

19:30/20:30
(CEST)

Virtual Tour – FONDAZIONE PRADA Museum

Virtual Tour Fondazione Prada Museum
Since the opening of the permanent venue in 2015, Fondazione
Prada has become one of the most popular cultural institutions in
Milan. The virtual meeting will be the opportunity to discover the story
of Fondazione Prada, founded by Miuccia Prada and Patrizio Bertelli
in 1993, an institution dedicated to contemporary art and culture. The
headquarters in Milan, designed by Rem Koolhaas’ architecture firm,
OMA, are considered very innovative because of the combination of
pre-existing buildings and new structures, experimenting with many
kinds of materials. The meeting will also be the opportunity to talk
about the permanent exhibition “Atlas” and the temporary project
“Who the Bear” by Simon Fujiwara, currently in Fondazione Prada
spaces.

Thursday, 26
August

13:00/13:45
(CEST)

Show Cooking experience – A dessert of the milanese
tradition

Show Cooking Experience: Charlotte alla Milanese
The Charlotte alla Milanese, in the oldest recipe books also referred
to as “scarlotte”, “ciarlotta” or “carlotta”, is a
typical dessert of Milanese cuisine. Although it shares the name with
the charlotte, this cake shares the name only for the shape: although
the origin of the name is unknown with certainty, it is thought that this
term is due to the shape of the cake similar to the homonymous
headdress. The cake consists of apples cut into wedges cooked in
white wine, sugar and lemon peel, to which raisins and candied fruit
are subsequently added: this suitably seasoned dough is placed in a
lining of stale bread in the typical mold and all left to cook in oven and
finally sprinkled with rum.
There are many variations of the recipes; the most common with pears instead of apples, or with sponge
cake instead of bread. The Milanese charlotte can be consumed both hot and cold, and can be accompanied
by a sweet wine such as a Moscato.
During this Show Cooking, a professional chef will reveal to you the curiosities related to this dessert of the
Milanese tradition and the secrets of its preparation. You can follow the chef step by step and prepare your
cake!

Friday, 27
August

13:00/14:00
(CEST)

Virtual Tour - ADI Design Museum

Virtual Tour ADI Design Museum
Milan, a place to be for design lovers
If you love design, Milan is a must-see city in Italy and Europe. The
Fuorisalone event involves almost all the districts in the city, old
and new hubs of creativity and tradition, from Brera and Cinque Vie
to Tortona and Isola. At the same time, besides the stores and the
showrooms visible in the city, several museums deepen the history
of design, architects and designers, from Renaissance to
nowadays: the civic collections in the Sforza Castle, the
international institution of Triennale Milano, many company
museums of famous Italian brands and, in the end, the brand new
ADI Design Museum, a new treasure to explore discovering
together its innovative concept.

VIRTUAL TOURS
are included in the congress Fee
Before you can join the Virtual Tours
you’ll first need to register online and select your preferred VIRTUAL TOURS.
Deadline for Virtual Tours registration is August 4th.
Virtual Tours have a limited number of places and reservation is mandatory.
If you have already registered to the Congress, just Login and add the Virtual Tour,

DO NOT MISS THIS OPPORTUNITY!

